Agenda

• Welcome and Introductions

• Information Items
  o CAHSI Summit
  o November 12th Research Symposium

• Project Assessment and Evaluation Update – Nathan
  o Brief Report on System Wide Evaluation Project

• Status and Academic Progress of Cohorts*
  o College of the Canyons – David Martinez and Eric Lara
  o Glendale Community College – Jan Swinton, Scott Rubke, Richard Cortes and Antonio Del Real
  o CSUN – Bob Ryan, and Tesha

• Summer Project Activities
  o Reports on Summer Research Projects** – CSUN Faculty Mentors
    ▪ MSEM – Behzad Bavarian
    ▪ ECE – Bruno Osorno
    ▪ CECM – Anwar Alroomi
    ▪ ME – Vidya Nandikolla
    ▪ COMP Sci – Gloria Melara

• Upcoming events

• Adjourn

*Academic Progress of Cohorts – Please come prepared to report on the current enrollment in the respective cohorts @ GCC, COC, and CSUN – and the breakdown by program. For CSUN also outline the plans/schedules for tutors/mentors.

** CSUN Faculty Mentors - Please come prepared to report on the research projects that were completed (or ongoing) this summer (Abstract of proposed project, number of students whom you worked with from CSUN, and from GCC/COC (grant funded), as well as LAMC (funded through their HSI-STEM grant) to work on these projects.